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Abstract. In graph clustering methods, MinMax Cut tends to provide more balanced clusters as compared to Ratio Cut and Normalized Cut. The traditional approach used spectral relaxation to solve the graph cut problem. The main disadvantage of this approach is that the obtained spectral solution has mixed signs, which could severely deviate from the true solution and have to resort to other clustering methods, such as K-means, to obtain ﬁnal clusters. In this paper, we propose to apply additional nonnegative constraint into MinMax Cut graph clustering and introduce novel algorithms to optimize the new objective. With the explicit nonnegative constraint, our solutions are very close to the ideal class indicator matrix and can directly assign clusters to data points. We present eﬃcient algorithms to solve the new problem with the nonnegative constraint rigorously. Experimental results show that our new algorithm always converges and signiﬁcantly outperforms the traditional spectral relaxation approach on ratio cut and normalized cut. Key words: Spectral clustering; Normalized cut; MinMax cut; Nonnegative relaxation, cluster balance, random graphs
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Introduction



Clustering is an important task in machine learning and data mining areas. In the past decades, many clustering algorithms have been proposed such as K-means clustering, spectral clustering and its variants [1–3], support vector clustering [4], and maximum margin clustering [5–7]. Among them, the use of manifold information in graph cut clustering has shown the state-of-the-art clustering performance and been widely applied into many applications, such as image segmentation [8], white matter ﬁber tracking in biomedical image [9], and protein sequence clustering [10]. MinMax Cut was proposed in [11] and showed more compact and balanced clustering results than Ratio Cut [12] and Normalized Cut [8]. Because, in MinMax Cut method, the within-cluster similarities are explicitly maximized. Solving the graph cut clustering problem is a nontrivial task. The main diﬃculty of the graph clustering problem lies in the constraints on the solution. In order to make the problem tractable, the constraints should be relaxed. Traditional
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approach used spectral relaxation to solve this problem. But the main disadvantage of this approach is that the obtained spectral solution has mixed signs, which could severely deviate from the true solution and have to resort to other clustering methods, such as K-means, to obtain ﬁnal cluster results. In order to solve this notorious problem, in this paper, we propose a new method to optimize the MinMax Cut graph clustering with additional nonnegative constraint. With the explicit nonnegative constraint, the solutions are very close to the ideal class indicator matrix and can be directly used to assign cluster labels to data points. We propose eﬃcient algorithms to solve this problem with the nonnegative constraint rigorously. Experimental results show that our algorithm always converges and the performance is signiﬁcantly improved in comparisons with the traditional spectral relaxation approach on Ratio Cut and Normalized Cut. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the MinMax Cut problem. Our proposed nonnegative relaxation approaches to solve the MinMax Cut clustering problem are introduced in Section 3. Experimental results on real-world data sets are reported in Section 4. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 5.
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MinMax Cut for Clustering



Suppose we have n data points {x1 , x2 , · · · , xn }, and construct a graph using the data with weight matrix W ∈ Rn×n . The multi-way MinMax Cut graph clustering objective function is (we also show Min Cut, Ratio Cut and Normalized Cut for comparisons): J=



∑ 1≤p


K s(Cp , Cq ) s(Cp , Cq ) ∑ s(Ck , C¯k ) + = , ρ(Cp ) ρ(Cq ) ρ(Ck )



 1    |C | ρ(Ck ) = ∑k di    i∈Ck s(Ck , Ck )



(1)



k=1



for for for for



Min Cut Ratio Cut Normalized Cut MinMax Cut



(2)



where K is the number of clusters, Ck is the k-th cluster (subgraph graph G), ∑ in∑ C¯k is∑ the complement of subset Ck in graph G, and s(A, B) = i∈A j∈B Wij , di = j Wij . Let qk (k = 1, 2, · · · , K) be the cluster indicators where the i-th element of qk is 1 if the i-th data point xi belongs to cluster k, and 0 otherwise. For example, if data points within each cluster are adjacent, then nk



z }| { qk = (0, · · · , 0, 1, · · · , 1, 0, · · · , 0)T . (3) ∑ ∑ T see that s(Ck , C¯k ) = ¯k Wij = qk (D − W )qk , i∈Ck j∈C ∑ We can easily T T i∈Ck di = qk Dqk , s(Ck , Ck ) = qk W qk , where D is a diagonal matrix with
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the i-th diagonal element as di . We rewrite the objective functions of these four methods as: Jmincut =



K ∑



qTk (D − W )qk , Jrcut =



k=1



Jncut =



2.1



k



qTk qk



k=1



K ∑ qT (D − W )qk



k



k=1



K ∑ qT (D − W )qk



qTk Dqk



, JMMC =



K ∑ qT (D − W )qk



k



k=1



qTk W qk



,



(4)



.



(5)



Cluster Balance Analysis on Random Graphs



One important advantage of the MinMaxCut method is that it tends to produce balanced clusters in graph clustering, i.e., the resulting subgraphs will have similar size. Here we study the clustering solutions on two popular random graphs: (1) Erdos-Renyi (ER) random graph model [13, 14] and (2) Expected degree sequence (EDS) random graph [15]. Erdos-Renyi random graph. The ER random graph model is perhaps the mostly wide used random graph model. This is a uniformly distributed random graph with n nodes, where two nodes are connected with probability p, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Considering the four objective functions, MINcut, Rcut, Ncut, and MinMaxCut, we have the following result. Theorem 1. For random graphs, MinCut favors highly skewed cuts. MinMaxCut favors balanced cut, i.e., both subgraphs have the same size. RatioCut and NormCut show no size preferences, i.e., each subgraph could have arbitrary size. Proof. We compute the object functions for the partition of G into A and B. Note that the number of edges between A and B are p|A||B| on average. For MINcut, we have Jmincut (A, B) = p|A||B|. Clearly, MinCut favors either |A| = n−1 and |B| = 1, or |B| = n − 1 and |A| = 1; both are skewed cuts. For MinMaxCut, we have |B| |A| JMMC (A, B) = + . |A| − 1 |B| − 1 Minimizing JMMC (A, B), we obtain a balanced cut: |A| = |B| = n/2. For Rcut, we have p|A||B| p|A||B| Jrcut (A, B) = + = np. |A| |B| For Ncut, because all nodes have the same degree (n − 1)p, Jncut (A, B) =



p|A||B| p|A||B| n + = . p|A|(n − 1) p|B|(n − 1) n−1



Both Rcut and Ncut objectives have no size dependency and no size preference. This random graph model shows that MinMaxCut has the tendency of produce a balanced clustering.
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⊓ – Expected degree sequence random graph. The degree of a node on a graph is the sum of edge connecting to it. The distribution of the n node degrees of a graph is a critical property. The ER random graph has a degree distribution much like a Gaussian center around the average degree d¯ = np. However, much of biological, social and information networks/graphs have a power-law degree distribution The expected degree sequence (EDS) random graph is a graph model for these networks/graphs. In this model, the degrees of each nodes (d1 · · · dn ) are pre-speciﬁed. The edges are are then randomly distributed, with the constraints that the degrees of nodes satisfy the given ﬁxed degree sequence. The EDS graph model is a generalization of the ER random graph model, which can be seen as an special case of the EDS random graph by setting di = np for all nodes. For the EDS random graph model, ∑ P (Wij = 1) = di dj /M, M = Wij . ij



[in contrast for ER model, P (Wij = 1) = p]. Here, to make things precise, we study a graph whose edge weights are the average of the probabilistic distribution: to make things precise: cij = 1 ∗ P (Wij = 1) + 0 ∗ P (Wij = 0) = P (Wij = 1) = di dj /M, W



(6)



c by W . We have the following For notational simplicity, we replace W Theorem 2. For a EDS random graph, Rcut produces highly skewed cuts, MinMaxCutfavors balanced cut, while Ncut has no unique solution and thus shows no size preferences. ∑ ∑ Proof. ∑ ∑Suppose we cut the graph into A, B. Then S(A, B) = i∈A j∈B Wij /M = i∈A j∈B di dj /M = D(A)D(B)/M . Thus for Ncut, Jncut = S(A, B)/D(A) + S(A, B)/D(B)+ = D(B)/M + D(A)/M = 1, showing no dependence on A, B. Thus Ncut has no unique solution and shows no size preference. For Rcut and MinMaxCut, we sort the degrees in increasing order and assuming d1 < d2 < d3 < · · · < dn (we assume the degrees are diﬀerent for simplicity). It is easy to see that if |A| = k, |B| = n − k for ﬁxed k, the cut S(A, B) = D(A)D(B)/M is minimized when the graph G = (v1 · · · vn ) is cut into A = {v1 , · · · , vk }, B = {vk+1 , · · · , vn }. Thus the optimal clustering solution is obtained by searching the minima in the range k = 1, · · · , n − 1. The Rcut objective is [ k ] ][ n ][ ∑ 1 1 ∑ 1 + . Jrcut (k) = 2 di dr M k n−k i=1 r=k+1
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The clustering solution is found as we search the minima in k = 1, · · · , n − ∗ 1. Normally, the optimal k ∗ ∑ is very a skewed cut. ∑ small, k ≪ n, implying For MinMaxCut, S(A, A) = i∈A j∈A Wij /M = D(A)2 /M and S(B, B) = D(B)2 /M . The MinMaxCutobjective becomes JMMC =



D(A)D(B) D(A)D(B) D(B) D(A) + . + = D(A)2 D(B)2 D(A) D(B)



This is minimized when D(A) = D(B). The solution is generally balanced. ⊓ – Theorems 1 and 2 show the general tendency regarding to cluster balance for Rcut, Ncut and MinMaxCut. on random graphs. For pure random graphs, there is no true clusters and the clusters obtained are not meaningful. In real applications, graphs are not random. But the general tendency regarding to cluster balance are expected to be similar to Theorems 9 and 10. The following graph examples illustrate these tendencies. We give two examples to illustrate these tendency in Figure 1, from which we can clearly see that MinMaxCutfavors more balanced cut than Rcut and Ncut.



Rcut/Ncut



Mcut



Rcut/Ncut Mcut



Fig. 1. Two examples that Rcut and Ncut lead to unbalanced clusters, whereas MinMaxCutgives out balanced clusters.



2.2



Optimization of MinMax Cut with Spectral Relaxation



We rewrite the MinMaxCutclustering objective JMMC of Eq. (5) by deﬁning qk Z = (z1 , · · · , zK ), zk = , (7) 1/2 ∥D qk ∥ the MinMaxCutclustering optimization becomes min JMMC = Z



K ∑



ℓ=1



1 − K, s.t. Z T DZ = I, Z ≥ 0. zℓ W zℓ



(8)



Ignoring the nonnegative constraints Z ≥ 0 here, we derive the spectral solution. Using Lagrangian multiplier Γ = Γ T to enforce Z T DZ = I, we minimize L = JMMC + Tr Γ (Z T DZ − I). Setting ∂L/∂zk = 0, we obtain ∑ W zk = Dzl Γlk T 2 (zk W zk ) l=1 K



(9)
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Multiply zTl from the left, we obtain Γlk = zTl W zk /(zTk W zk )2 ,



(10)



which is not symmetric: Γlk ̸= Γkl . By deﬁnition Γlk must be symmetric. This implies either (1) Γ is diagonal: Γlk = δkl Γkk or (2) zTk W zk = zTl W zl , k ̸= l. Condition (2) would render the objective function JMMC of Eq. (8) a constant and thus is impossible. Thus we are left with the only possibility that Γ is diagonal, which in turn implies (11) zTl W zk = δlk γk , and Γlk = δkl Γkk = Eq. (9) becomes



δkl γk γk2



= δkl γk−1 . Now with Lagrangian multiplier Γ solved, W zk = γk−1 Dzk .



(12)



which is identical to the generalized eigensystem of (D − W )zk = ζk Dzk ,



(13)



where ζk = 1−1/γk . Thus the solutions are given by the eigenvectors (z1 , · · · , zK ) of generalized Laplacian as same as Normalized Cut. Since the solution is an relaxed solution of the original minimization problem of Eq. (5), i.e., an optimal solution with enlarged domain from vigorous cluster indicators Q to continuous mixed sign Z, the obtained optimal objective function value must be a lower bound for the true MinMax Cut objective K ∑



k=1



3



1 − K ≤ JMMC . 1 − ζk



(14)



Optimization of MinMax Cut with Nonnegative Relaxation



To solve MinMax Cut problem, the traditional spectral relaxation approach relaxes the solution from binary value to real value. However, this relaxation could make the solution severely deviate from the true solution. Moreover, under this relaxation, the obtained spectral solution cannot be directly used to assign cluster labels for data points. To perform clustering, a commonly used postprocessing method is to apply K-means to the space of the spectral solution to obtain clusters. In this section, we will explicitly constrain the solution qk to be nonnegative, and propose eﬃcient algorithms to optimize the MinMax Cut clustering objective function with the nonnegative constraint on qk rigorously. 3.1



Orthonormal and Nonnegative Constraints



The main diﬃculty of the graph clustering problem lies in the constraints of the class indicator matrix Q. The constraints should be relaxed to make the problem
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solvable. From the deﬁnition of the class indicator matrix we can see that only one element is one and others are zeros in each row of Q. Thus the columns of Q are orthogonal and the orthogonality should be preserved in a relaxation of class indicator matrix. Note that the objective of the graph cuts is invariant to the scale of the columns of Q, so traditional spectral relaxation approach relaxes the constraints of Q to the orthonormal constraints: QT Q = I.



(15)



Such relaxation makes the problem to be easily solved, but the obtained solution has mixed signs, which deviates from the class indicator matrix largely. Note that the class indicator matrix is a nonnegative matrix, a more accurate relaxation is adding the nonnegative constraints on the Q: QT Q = I, Q ≥ 0.



(16)



One can see that when orthonormal and nonnegative constraints are satisﬁed simultaneously, only one element is positive and others are zeros in each row of Q, which is very close to the ideal class indicator matrix, and can be used directly to assign cluster labels to data points. This motivates our nonnegative relaxation approach for the MinMax Cut clustering problem, and to solve the following optimization problem: K ∑ qTk Dqk min , s.t. QT Q = I, Q ≥ 0. TWq Q q k k=1 k



(17)



We are going to introduce two eﬃcient algorithms to solve this problem in next subsections. The ﬁrst algorithm iteratively optimizes the objective function with good performance, and the second one is more concise and also has comparable clustering results. 3.2



An Iterative Algorithm to Solve The Problem with Orthonormal and Nonnegative Constraints



In some cases, minimizing an objective might result in numerical instability [16]. Thus we turn to solve the following identical problem: max J(Q), s.t. QT Q = I, Q ≥ 0,



(18)



K ∑ qTk Dqk , J(Q) = ρTr Q Q − qT W qk k=1 k



(19)



Q



where



T



ρ is an appropriate positive value such that ρW − (D − W ) is positive semi(D−W ) deﬁnite. Speciﬁcally, we set ρ = λmax in this work, where λmax (W ) and λmax (W ) λmax (D − W ) denotes the largest eigenvalue of W and D − W , respectively.
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We begin with the Lagrangian function L = J(Q) − TrΛ(QT Q − I) − TrΣ T Q,



(20)



where the Lagrange multiplier Λ enforces the orthogonality condition QT Q = I and the Lagrange multiplier Σ enforces the nonnegativity condition Q ≥ 0. Using the KKT complementary slackness condition, we have (



∂J − 2QΛ)ik Qik = 0. ∂Q



(21)



∂J Summing over k, we obtain ( 12 QT ∂Q )ii = (QT QΛ)ii = Λii . This gives the diagonal elements of Λ. To ﬁnd the oﬀ-diagonal elements of Λ, we temporarily ignore ∂J − 2QΛ)ik = 0. Left multiplying the nonnegativity condition, which gives ( ∂Q ∂J ′ 1 T by Qi′ k and summing over k, we obtain ( 2 Q ∂Q )i i = Λi′ i for the oﬀ-diagonal elements of Λ. Combining these two results yields



Λ= Note that



1 T ∂J Q . 2 ∂Q



1 ∂J = ρQ − DQα + W Qβ , 2 ∂Q [ 1 Qα = qT1 W q1 q1 , · · · , [ T (q1 Dq1 ) Qβ = (q T W q ) 2 q1 , · · · , 1



where



(22)



1



1 qT K W qK



(23)



] qK ,



(qT K DqK ) 2 qK (qT K W qK )



(24) ] ,



(25)



then we have Λ = ρQT Q − QT DQα + QT W Qβ .



(26)



Decomposing Λ into positive part and negative part as Λ = Λ+ − Λ− ,



(27)



where Λ+ = (|Λ|+Λ)/2 and Λ− = (|Λ|−Λ)/2. Now concentrating on the variable Q while ignoring constant terms in L, we have 1 ∂(J − TrΛQT Q) = ρQ − DQα + W Qβ − QΛ 2 ∂Q = ρQ − DQα + W Qβ − QΛ+ + QΛ− = (ρQ + W Qβ + QΛ− ) − (DQα + QΛ+ ).



(28)



As in Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [17, 18], Eq. (28) leads to the following multiplicative update formula: √ (ρQ + W Qβ + QΛ− )ik . (29) Qik ← Qik (DQα + QΛ+ )ik
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We can see that using this update, Qik will increase when the corresponding element of the gradient in Eq. (28) is larger than zero, and will decrease otherwise. Therefore, the update direction is consistent to the update direction in the gradient ascent method. Our extensive experiments show that the iterative algorithm presented here always converges and monotonically increases the objective in each iteration. The computational cost in each iteration is of O(n2 ), which is similar to traditional spectral clustering algorithm. As mentioned before, the solution is very close to the ideal class indicator matrix due to the orthonormal and nonnegative constraints. Thus the solution Q can be directly used to assign cluster labels to data points. Speciﬁcally, the i-th data point xi is assigned to cluster label ci as ci = arg maxk Qik . 3.3



Initialization for the Iterative Algorithm



From the update formula in Eq. (29), we can see that if the initialization of Q is nonnegative, then Q will preserve nonnegative in the update process, and hence the nonnegative constraint of the solution is naturally satisﬁed. As the spectral relaxation of MinMax Cut problem is identical to the spectral relaxation of Normalized Cut problem, we initialize Q by Q0 + 0.2, where Q0 is obtained by spectral relaxation of Normalized Cut followed by K-means clustering in the eigenspace. Note that Q0 is a cluster indicator matrix, and the initialization should not be a cluster indicator matrix (otherwise the values won’t change during the iteration), thus we plus 0.2 in practice. It is worth noting that the initialization is not very sensitive, we can also use random initialization as well but the result would be more stable if using the initialization suggested here. 3.4



A New Concise Algorithm



In this section, we propose a more concise NMF algorithm to solve the MinMaxCutproblem. We start with the Eqs. (7, 8) formulation. Using Lagrangian multiplier Ω = Ω T to enforce Z T DZ = I, we minimize L(Z) = JMMC + Tr Ω(Z T DZ − I).



(30)



The KKT complementary slackness condition for the nonnegativity condition Z ≥ 0 gives [noting Zik = (zk )i ] ) ( ∂L (W zk )i 0= Zik = − T + (DZΩ)ik Zik . (31) ∂Zik (zk W zk )2 Summing over i, we obtain Ωkk =



1 1 = (Z T W Z)kk zTk W zk



(32)



To ﬁnd the oﬀ-diagonal elements of Ω, we look at the Lagrangian multiplier for the case where the nonnegativity constraint is ignored, which is given in Eq. (10).
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From Eq. (10). we propose three strategies to obtain a symmetrized Ω as follows: (Z T W Z)lk (Z T W Z)kk (Z T W Z)ll (Z T W Z)lk (Z T W Z)lk = + 2(Z T W Z)2kk 2(Z T W Z)2ll



S1 :



Ωlk =



(33)



S2 :



Ωlk



(34)



S3 :



Ωlk =



(Z T W Z)lk . + 12 (Z T W Z)2ll



1 2 T 2 (Z W Z)kk



(35)



Note that all these formulas reduce to Eq. (32) when l = k. The gradient decent algorithm is ( ) ∂L (W Z)ik Zik ← Zik − ηik = Zik − ηik − T + (DZΩ)ik (36) ∂Zik (Z W Z)2kk Setting ηik = Zik /(DZΩ)ik leads to the update formula √ (W Z)ik Zik ← Zik . (DZΩ)ik (Z T W Z)2kk



(37)



Our extensive experiment results show that the iterative algorithm using any one of three above symmetrization strategies always converges and monotonically decreases the objective L(Z) in each iteration.
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Experimental Results



In this section, we will evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed nonnegative relaxation algorithms for MinMax Cut graph clustering on eight benchmark data sets. We also compare the clustering performance of our algorithms to the traditional spectral relaxation algorithm for Ratio Cut [12] and for Normalized Cut [8] graph clustering, respectively. 4.1



Experimental Setup



Eight benchmark data sets are used in our experiments, including two UCI data sets 1 (Ecoli and Vehicle), one character data set, Binalpha, one object data set, COIL-20 [19], and four face image data sets, Yale, AT&T [20], Umist [21], and YaleB [22]. Some data sets are resized, and Table 1 summarizes the details of all data sets used in the experiments. We use Gaussian function to construct the weight matrix W . The weight Wij is deﬁned as ) ( { ∥x −x ∥2 xi and xj are neighbors; exp − i σ2 j (38) Wij = otherwise. 0 1



http://www.ics.uci.edu/∼mlearn/MLRepository.html
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Table 1. Data set Descriptions.



Data set Ecoli Vehicle Binalpha Yale



Size Dimensions Classes Data set Size Dimensions Classes 336 343 8 AT&T 400 644 40 846 18 4 Umist 575 644 20 1404 320 36 Coil20 1440 1024 20 165 3456 15 YaleB 2414 1024 38



The number of neighbors and the parameter σ should be predeﬁned by user. In our experiments, we set the number of neighbors to be 5 (that is a commonly used number) in all data sets, and use the self-tune spectral clustering [23] method to determine the parameter σ. Table 2. The cluster balance and clustering accuracy of Ratio Cut, Normalized Cut, and the proposed Nonnegative MinMax Cut in Section 3.2. The values after ‘±’ are the standard deviations. Data set



Ratio Cut Balance Accuracy Ecoli 8.41 57.59 ± 2.31 Vehicle 49.51 40.66 ± 0.57 Binalpha 16.29 44.85 ± 1.96 Yale 13.25 65.39 ± 3.96 AT&T 11.15 70.75 ± 2.19 Umist 5.82 60.00 ± 2.86 Coil20 11.35 71.13 ± 4.88 YaleB 49.18 38.55 ± 0.98



4.2



% % % % % % % %



Normalized Cut Balance Accuracy 6.17 55.95 ± 1.75 56.14 43.74 ± 1.22 24.56 44.29 ± 1.26 1.57 70.06 ± 0.31 3.69 75.92 ± 1.17 5.78 60.59 ± 1.14 6.11 78.19 ± 1.76 68.38 39.66 ± 1.35



% % % % % % % %



MinMax Cut Balance Accuracy 5.31 58.30 ± 0.85 49.13 44.40 ± 0.91 9.26 46.32 ± 1.32 1.13 71.52 ± 0.00 2.14 79.88 ± 1.13 4.17 62.92 ± 0.93 5.02 79.09 ± 2.18 41.71 45.08 ± 1.32



% % % % % % % %



Evaluation Metrics



We use the following two standard evaluation metrics to evaluate the performance for the three graph cut clustering algorithms. Cluster Balance is deﬁned as: CB =



Nmax − Nmin , Nmin



where Nmax is the number of data points in the cluster with largest size, and Nmin is the number of data points in the cluster with smallest size. A smaller CB indicates a more balanced clustering.
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Fig. 2. The variation process of the clustering accuracy and the MinMax Cut objective value w.r.t. iteration number for the algorithm proposed in Section 3.2.
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Fig. 3. The variation process of the clustering accuracy and the MinMax Cut objective value w.r.t. iteration number for the concise algorithm proposed in Section 3.4 with the ﬁrst symmetrization strategy.
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Table 3. Cluster balance and clustering accuracy of the concise algorithm proposed in Section 3.4 with the three symmetrization strategies. Data set



Strategy 1 Balance Accuracy Ecoli 5.10 57.74 ± 0.00 Vehicle 47.63 43.20 ± 1.04 Binalpha 7.83 46.31 ± 1.89 Yale 1.13 71.52 ± 0.00 ORL 2.54 78.70 ± 1.81 Umist 4.97 62.45 ± 0.52 Coil20 5.08 78.69 ± 2.21 YaleB 37.73 45.14 ± 1.21



% % % % % % % %



Strategy 2 Balance Accuracy 5.10 57.74 ± 0.00 47.63 43.20 ± 1.04 7.83 46.31 ± 1.89 1.13 71.52 ± 0.00 2.54 78.70 ± 1.81 4.97 62.45 ± 0.52 5.08 78.69 ± 2.21 37.73 45.14 ± 1.21



% % % % % % % %



Strategy 3 Balance Accuracy 5.10 57.74 ± 0.00 47.63 43.20 ± 1.04 7.72 46.31 ± 1.89 1.13 71.52 ± 0.00 2.54 78.70 ± 1.81 4.97 62.45 ± 0.52 5.08 78.69 ± 2.21 37.73 45.14 ± 1.21



% % % % % % % %



Clustering Accuracy is calculated by: ∑n δ(li , map(ci )) ACC = i=1 , n where li is the true class label and ci is the obtained cluster label of xi , δ(x, y) is the delta function, and map(·) is the best mapping function. Note δ(x, y) = 1, if x = y; δ(x, y) = 0, otherwise. The mapping function map(·) matches the true class label and the obtained cluster label and the best mapping is solved by Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [24]. A larger ACC indicates a better performance. 4.3



Evaluation Results



The results of all clustering algorithms depend on the initialization. To reduce statistical variation, we run the Ratio Cut algorithm and the Normalized Cut algorithm with the same 1000 random initializations. Ten results corresponding to the 10 best objective values are selected from the 1000 runs. Then we run the proposed nonnegative MinMax Cut algorithm proposed in Section 3.2 and 3.4 using the 10 results of Normalized Cut as initialization and also obtain 10 new results. We record all the ten results and the mean results are reported in the experiments. The clustering results from three graph cut methods are reported in Table 2 and 3. From the results, we have three following observations: 1) The Normalized Cut frequently, but not always, yields more balanced clustering than Ratio Cut. The Nonnegative MinMax Cut consistently yield more balanced clustering than both Normalized Cut and Ratio Cut. 2) The Normalized Cut frequently, but not always, outperforms Ratio Cut in term of clustering accuracy. The Nonnegative MinMax Cut outperforms Normalized Cut and Ratio Cut on all eight benchmark data sets, and the improvement is signiﬁcant in some cases. 3) The results of algorithm proposed in Section 3.2 are slightly better than those of algorithm proposed in Section 3.4, but the latter one is simpler and
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does not need to calculate the ρ in Eq. (19). We can also observe that the three symmetrization strategies almost yield the same results, thus we can select anyone of them in practice. To evaluate the convergency and eﬀectiveness of our iterative algorithms, we plot the variation process of the clustering accuracy and the MinMax Cut objective value deﬁned in Eq. (30) w.r.t. iteration number. Figure 2 shows the variation process for the algorithm proposed in Section 3.2. From the ﬁgures, we can see that our algorithm always converges on all eight data sets, and the MinMax Cut objective value is monotonically decreased in each iteration, theoretically proving it is an interesting issue in the future work. On the other hand, the clustering accuracy tends to increase in the iteration, which indicates that the MinMax Cut objective value is consistent to the clustering accuracy, and hence is a reasonable objective for clustering problem. Figure 3 shows the variation process for the concise algorithm proposed in Section 3.4 (as the results of the three strategies are very similar, we only show the results of the ﬁrst symmetrization strategy here). From all ﬁgures, we can see that the simpler algorithms also converge on all eight data sets. The MinMax Cut objective value is monotonically decreased in each iteration, and the clustering accuracy tends to increase in each iteration.



5



Conclusions



In this paper, we proposed the nonnegative relaxation to solve the MinMax Cut graph clustering problem, and introduced eﬃcient algorithms to solve this problem with explicit nonnegative constraint rigorously. Diﬀering from the traditional spectral relaxation approach, the proposed nonnegative relaxation approach makes the solution very close to the ideal class indicator matrix, and can be directly used to assign cluster labels to data points. Extensive experimental results on eight benchmark data sets show that the proposed algorithms always converge and the performance is signiﬁcantly improved in comparisons with the traditional spectral relaxation approach on ratio cut and normalized cut. Acknowledgments. This research is supported by NSF-CCF 0830780, NSFCCF 0939187, NSF-CCF 0917274, NSF-DMS 0915228, NSF-CNS 0923494.
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